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The role of battery energy storage as a secondary source (to provide back-up energy) is well documented 

in literature. Batteries have successfully been demonstrated to back up fuel cells, internal combustion engines, 

photovoltaic systems, and wind energy systems, just to name a few popular applications. Secondary Lithium-

ion (Li-ion) batteries find applications in electric vehicles, distributed energy sources, net-zero energy homes, 

microgrids, and renewable energy power systems. More recently, hybrid storage systems have been adopted 

in numerous applications, to combine both energy-dense and power-dense devices. High power-density 

Ultracapacitors (UCs) have found applications for peak power delivery and fast charging. Such a hybrid 

storage system lengthens the lifetime of the battery pack in terms of charge/discharge cycles. Hybrid storage 

applications require smart power electronic energy management systems. The aim of this tutorial is to present 

such hybrid energy storage systems from a device level characteristic standpoint as well as from an advanced 

energy management standpoint. 

Firstly, practical energy/power storage issues for batteries/ultra-capacitors will be presented. Lithium-ion 

(Li-ion) batteries, although popularly adopted in various applications, have been highly uneconomic for 

energy storage, overshooting cost requirements by a large margin. Li-ion batteries provide a respectable 

solution for energy storage. However, major practical issues with Li-ion batteries include: cycle life, calendar 

life, energy density, power density, and safety. These issues can be addressed successfully by using a simple 

approach: an active power electronic cell equalizer. The purpose of the second part of this tutorial is to 

demonstrate the role of power electronics intensive battery and ultra-capacitor energy management solutions, 

to reach the cost break-even point of a hybrid energy/power storage system. The design and implementation 

of both inductor-based as well as switched-capacitor DC/DC converters for Li-ion battery cell-equalization 

will also be discussed. Finally, the design of a novel, cost-effective DC/DC converter for cell equalization of 

Li-ion battery cells will be presented. 

The presentation will also review current as well as future interfacing methodologies for 

batteries/ultracapacitors, PV systems, and the AC grid, as an example microgrid environment. The 

presentation will discuss the modeling, sizing, design, and implementation of a high-efficiency, single-stage, 

PV/battery/AC grid energy management infrastructure. The novel, single-stage PV/grid/battery infrastructure 

is universal in nature and smartly adaptable, whereby batteries of different chemistries as well as charging 

rates can be accommodated in a single power conversion stage. In addition, the designed power electronic 

interface can also support future DC charging for electric vehicles. Futuristic PV/grid/battery interface using 

wireless charging will be presented. The design and energy transfer capabilities of a surface charging system, 

using inductive power transfer, will be presented. Power electronic converter topologies and energy 

management systems for such an inductive/surface EV/PEV charging infrastructure will be presented. 

This tutorial will be useful for engineers and managers with entry-level and/or medium-level knowledge of 

power electronics. The talk would also be suitable for engineers with entry-level knowledge of power 

electronics and motor drives applications towards energy storage systems, electric vehicles, and renewable 

energy systems. 
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